Dispensation System: this system of things

What is wrong with this System of Dispensation?
Fundamental questions:
Why must it be all about one race? Why can’t the possibility to Attain be distributed
equally to all races? God did not intend for us to negate those that are on their way
toward Him, ascending to Him, why must it be continued? God is the aim of our
perfection in life; perfection is the aim of the universe, the ultimate of life. “Therefore be
ye as perfect as thy father in heaven”. Our measure of perfection is not whiteness it is
the development of the seed of perfection that God placed inside each one of us. What is
wrong with this system? Why must it be replaced? God knows what is wrong with it;
some of us have experienced the terror of it; He sent His Son to destroy it. We are seating

with Jesus Christ waiting for God to finish it. It left a horrible stain that soiled the psyche
of humanity; it is a triumph for the devil.
What is wrong with this system of dispensation, this system of things; why it has to be
replaced? The greater perspective, the law that regulates birth and rebirth in some way
has been highjack by Satan himself to create this system of thing. There are only two
things that regulate our birth, we are born to be purged or help those that are been purged,
we are here to do or undo; you are either ascending to God or descending from God and
from these two the dynamics of life are created. This system is based on two sets of
dynamics, Acceleration and Stagnation, Attainment and Negation. Where you are born
and which race you are born is based them. This system has to go because its main
purpose is to keep us consuming the fruit of the knowledge of good and evil, the ego, the
self and to propagate the seed of wickedness in the world. This system is based on the
greater perspective for why we are here, how we experience the world is set up by this
system and it is also based on the dynamics of life. Something is fundamentally wrong
with this system of things because it is designed to keep us perpetually consuming the
fruit of self, the fruit of the knowledge of good and evil, spreading the seed of wickedness
in the world. This system has to be replaced eventually by the system of righteousness
that God planed for humanity. “Thy will be done, Thy kingdom come” “In righteousness
thou shall be established”; in righteousness He shall lead His people”. Everything that
we experienced thus far in the world is based on this system; if you are you are black,
brown, and red or yellow your experiences in the world are based on this dispensation
system. Negation and Attainment are the yard sticks by which your experiences are
measured. Depending on why you here, weights are added to your life to limit your
possibility to experience the abundance of this world. If you are on the descending order,
you will be born of the white race and on the white side of the color spectrum which
guarantees you the possibility to Attain things in this world, you will be affirmed. If you
are on the ascending side of the greater perspective for why you here, you will be born
black to ensure that your possibility to attain is limited or denied; you are automatically
negated and cut off out of the possibilities of this world. This is one way Satan makes
sure that we continue to consume the fruit of better than, the fruit of The knowledge of
good and evil. Attainment and Negation are used to keep us consuming the fruit of the
knowledge of good and evil, to resort differences between us and force us to use these
differences to boast our egos, place ourselves above others. Negating blacks is a way to
create disparities in the achievements between blacks and whites so that we can resort our
differences and use those differences to boast ourselves. Blacks are negated in this world
to ensure that there are disparities between whites and blacks because if not, there will
not be an adversarial system for us to consume the fruit of the knowledge of good and
evil. If you come to this world to undo, you will automatically be given a black body,
because in this world blacks are negated. If you come to do in this world, you will
automatically be given a white body to experience the possibilities of this world, you will
be affirmed. This is where this system gets its authority to set up. The nature of the portal
of your birth must change; the dispensation system must be equitable to all races.
The Dynamics of this life:
The ruler of the darkness of this world also uses Acceleration and Stagnation as a way to
spread the seed of wickedness. Hence we stop growing, either because we reach a dead

end or a plateau the seed of perfection that God put inside of us has stopped growing, the
ruler of the darkness of this world then can turn us into the seed of wickedness, spread his
seed of wickedness trough us. This system is based primarily on the greater perspective
for why we here, this gives the devil the legal right to set this system of dispensation; the
greater perspective regulates our birth and rebirth. Then he uses the dynamics of life, they
are the boundaries that God placed around us to guide our spirit. This enmity that kicks in
the moment that we reach a dead end or plateau and stop growing; this antagonistic
stance begins between us and the rest of humanity the moment that we stop growing,
moving in perfection. “Therefore be ye as perfect as thy father in heaven”, God placed
the seed of greatness inside all of us and when you miss your marks and stop growing, we
enter into an enmity with the rest of humanity; we then become the seed of wickedness,
the seed of the devil. If perfection is the ultimate of life; if you stop perfecting yourself,
you are not serving your purpose. “If a man wants to follow Me, let him denies himself
and take up his cross”. You cannot deny yourself until you first take up your cross that is
embracing your humanity. “I will put enmity between his seed and thy seed”. The seed

The Argument
“The seed was in itself”; which means that the seed is in the self.
God puts the seed of greatness inside of us. God created us with
the desire to do great things. The seed is the self, you have to deny
the self to find God because the seed is what God puts inside of
you and when it is not develop, it becomes wicked. Wickedness is
a failure, a dead end or a plateau in the development of the seed;
this happen when we miss our marks. Why our seed stops
growing? Our seed stops growing when we miss our marks, when
we don’t exercise the choices that God places before us. We fail to make the choices that
God places before us because we get too complacent, when we get into a life of routine,
when we allow our dreams to be overrun by routines, we become too sluggish, too rigid
to flow with the spirit of God. The Holy Spirit of God has to come inside of us to stir up
the dream that God puts inside of us. God puts that seed inside of us, this seed of
righteousness, this seed of justice that is suppose to impact the world, however we have
to be fluid, flexible for the Holy Spirit of God to move in us. We have to stop living by
routines; they make us too heavy, not quick enough to react to the choices that God
places before us. Our dream is always about the choices that God wants us to make and if
we are too rigid to make those choices or too heavy to make the right choices, we miss
our marks. The seed is dormant inside of us until the Holy Spirit of God synergizes us;
stir up the seed of greatness inside of us. The Holy Spirit of God is the one who
synergizes the seed that is dormant inside of us. We need to know what is our gift, what
is our talent and find out what we are good at and then let our passion interacts with our
gifts and talent so that we may know what God calls us to do, what He assigned us to do
in this world.
God created you to impact the world in whatever sphere He assigned you to be, find your
sphere, follow your calling and you will find God. “Find that which is essential and
become it”. Find what you are the best at, what you are passionate about; this is your
calling from God. At one point in our development we inevitably come to a dead end or a
plateau where we stop growing, this is the point when God Himself has to intervene in

our lives to minister a change. This point of intersection is called a breaking point. This
breaking point happens in the flow of time when the forces that restrain us and keeping us
behind intersect the forces that propel us and moving us forward. This point of
intersection is usually a point of great upheaval, when the winds of change are blowing
and moving us forward. The antithesis of this system of things, the reasons why this
system must go is this: “Every human being wants to be treated equally; no one wants
to feel inferior to anyone else”; this system wants to make it otherwise. This system
wants to favor some and denies others, affirmed some ad negate others. Everything that is
attainable in this world should belong to a privilege few; the world of Attainment
belongs to the one group. Contrary to what God intended; God wants us to embrace our
humanity, that is to be the Good Samaritan, give to those in need, treat others as we
would like them to treat us, forgive as many times as necessary, put our egos aside, lead
by example, etc. Jesus said that He is the way and the life; the life style He prescribed for
us is the way to quicken us, make us fluid and flexible so that we may be able to respond
to the prompting of the Holy Spirit of God. To achieve perfection in life, to fulfill the
dreams that God puts in our hearts, w must have the Holly Spirit of God to work with us.
To find the spirit of God, to flow with the spirit of God we have to be fluid enough, quick
enough to respond to the demands of the spirit of God. The only way God gave us to find
Him is in the way we live, the lifestyle we chose to live. This lifestyle can be found in the
precepts that Jesus Christ left for us. They are simple as in treating others as you would
like others to treat us, be the Good Samaritan, help those in need, turn the other cheek
that is we must seek alternatives to resolves our conflicts, forgive as many times as
necessary, put our ego aside and let God Guide us in everything we do. Trust God to find
a way for you, don’t worry sick about your needs, and just trust God. Follow your
passion, follow your gift, let God guide you, live the life style prescribed by Jesus, with
these two approaches you can literally get even with anyone who is trying to put you
down, cut you off of your possibilities in this world; you can close the gap that separate
you and them, overcome the disparities that separate you and them.

